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 خلاصح انرسانح
 
 يحًذ عثذالله عثذالله انضايٍ: اسى انطانة كايم
 علاقاخ رياضيح جذيذج نحساب ضغط انتكثف نًكايٍ انغاز انطثيعي: انرسانحعُىاٌ 
 هُذسح تترول: انتخصص
 و 2020يىَيى : تاريخ انتخرج 
 
انعلاقاخ انشياضيح . علاقاخ سياضيح جذيذج ٔ تأسانية يخرهفح ذى ذطٕيشْا نحساب ضغط انركثف نًكايٍ انغاص
ْزِ .  يحذدج، تالإضافح انٗ انشثكاخ انعصثيح ذى اسرخذايٓا في ْزِ انذساسحانرقهيذيح ٔ انعلاقاخ راخ انعُاصش انغيش 
دسجح حشاسج انًكًٍ ، انكثافح انُٕعيح ( عهٗ يجًٕعح يعهٕياخ يًكٍ انحصٕل عهيٓا تسٕٓنح  انعلاقاخ انجذيذج ذعرًذ
 111انذساسح يا يجًٕعّ نقذ ذى اسرخذاو في ْزِ ). نهغاص، انكثافح انُٕعيح نهضيد انًركثف ٔ َسثح انغاص نهضيد 
ٔ نقذ اسرخذو انرحهيم الاحصائي نرقييى انعلاقاخ . يجًٕعح يعهٕياخ يٍ حقٕل غاص يخرهفح في انششق الأٔسط
ٔ نقذ تشُْد انُرائج الإحصائيح اٌ انعلاقح انشياضيح انري ذى . انًُشٕسج ٔ ايضاً انري ذى ذطٕسيٓا في ْزِ انشسانح
    .ٕق في انذقح ٔ الأداء انعلاقاخ انشياضيح الأخشٖاشرقاقٓا يٍ انشثكاخ انعصثيح ذف
 
 
 
 
 درجح ياجستير انعهىو
 جايعح انًهك فهذ نهثترول و انًعادٌ
  انًًهكح انعرتيح انسعىديح-انظهراٌ
  و 2020يىَيى 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
 
In reservoir engineering a variety of data is needed to accurately estimate reserves 
and forecast production. Field characterization consists of reservoir rock analysis and 
fluid analysis. The determination of gas condensate dew-point pressure is essential for 
fluid characterization, gas reservoir performance calculations, and for the design of 
production systems. 
The phase diagram of a condensate gas is somewhat smaller than that for oils, and 
critical point is further down the left side of the envelope. These changes are a result of 
condensate gases containing fewer of the heavy hydrocarbons than do the oils. The phase 
diagram of a gas condensate has a critical temperature less than the reservoir temperature 
and a cricondentherm greater than the reservoir temperature (Figure1.1). Initially, the gas 
condensate is totally gas in the reservoir, point 1. As reservoir pressure decreases, the gas 
condensate exhibits a dew-point, point 2. The dew-point of a gas condensate fluid occurs 
when a gas mixture containing heavy hydrocarbons is depressurized until liquid is 
formed, that is, a substantial amount of gas phase exists in equilibrium with an 
infinitesimal amount of liquid phase. As pressure is reduced, liquid condenses from the 
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gas to form a free liquid in the reservoir. Normally, there is no effective permeability to 
the liquid phase and it is not produced.   
Traditionally, the dew-point pressure of gas condensate is experimentally 
determined in a laboratory in a process called constant mass expansion (CME) test using 
a visual window-type PVT cell. Another study is constant volume depletion test (CVD) 
which verifies the thermodynamic equilibrium at each pressure depletion level, and 
describes the change of composition of the reservoir gas with every decreasing pressure 
step. 
The present study focuses on prediction of the dew-point pressure for gas 
condensate reservoir. Three different approaches will be used to predict the dew-point 
pressure; traditional correlations, non-parametric approach and artificial neural networks.  
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Figure 1.1: Phase Diagram of Typical Gas Condensate 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
 
 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 
 
 
This chapter provides a review of the most commonly used correlations and 
Artificial Neural Network models that are being used to estimate the dewpoint pressure. 
The first section presents the most commonly correlations while the second section 
presents the artificial neural network models. 
 
2.1 Empirical Correlations 
In 1947, Sage and Olds studied experimentally the behavior of five paired 
samples of oil and gas obtained from wells in San Joacuin fields in California. Their 
investigations resulted in developing a rough correlation relating the retrograde dew-point 
pressure to the gas-oil ratio, temperature and stocktank API oil gravity. The results of this 
correlation were presented in tabulated and graphical forms. This correlation is applicable 
only for gas-oil ratio of 15,000-40,000 SCF/STB, for temperature of 100-220
o
F, and for 
API oil gravity of 52
o
-64
o
. 
In 1952, Organick and Golding presented a correlation to predict saturation 
pressures, which could be a dew-point or a bubble point pressure, for gas-condensate and 
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volatile oil reservoir fluids. Saturation pressure is related directly to the chemical 
composition of the mixtures with the aid of two generalized composition characteristics: 
(1) the molal average boiling point ( B ) in 
o
R, and (2) the modified average equivalent 
molecular weight (Wm). These parameters can be calculated from the composition of the 
gas mixture. The correlation was given in the form of 14 working charts, and on each 
chart the saturation pressure is plotted against temperature. Each chart is for a specific 
value of Wm and gives a set of curves representing different values of B. 
In 1967, Nemeth and Kennedy developed a correlation in the form of an equation, 
which relates the dewpoint pressure of a gas-condensate fluid to its chemical 
composition, temperature and characteristics of C7+. The final form of the equation 
contains eleven constants; See the Appendix. The dewpoint pressure and temperature 
ranges varied from 1,270- 10,790 psia, and 40-320
o
F respectively. 
In 1996, Potsch and Braeuer presented a graphical method for determining the 
dewpoint pressure as a backup for the laboratory visual reading of dewpoint pressure 
during a CME test. The key idea of this method is to plot the number of moles, calculated 
as a function of single-phase compressibility factor (Z-factor), versus pressure. Above 
dewpoint pressure, the plot yields a straight line, and below dewpoint pressure the plot 
shows a curve. The point of intersection marks the dewpoint pressure. 
In 2001 Humoud and Al-Marhoun developed new model using 74 experimental 
data points  relates the dewpoint pressure to the reservoir temperature, primary separator 
pressure and temperature, gas specific gravity, heptanes plus specific gravity, Gas-Oil 
ratio and pseudoreduced pressure and temperature 
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In 2001, Elsharkawy presented a new empirical model to estimate dewpoint 
pressure for gas condensate reservoirs using experimental data from 340 gas condensate 
samples covering a wide range of gas, properties and reservoir temperature. Elsharkawy‟s 
empirical model contains 19 terms. It correlates dewpoint pressure with reservoir 
temperature, gas condensate composition as mole fraction and molecular weight and 
specific gravity of C7+. 
In 2002, Marruffo, Maita, Him and Rojas developed a model to estimate the 
dewpoint pressure. The model correlates dewpoint pressure to Gas-Condensate ratio, C7+ 
content as mole fraction and reservoir temperature. Also, other models were developed to 
estimate C7+ content from Gas-Condensate ratio and specific separator gas gravity.  
 
2.2 Artificial Neural network 
In 2003, Barrufet, Gonzalez and Startzman developed an artificial neural network 
model to estimate the dewpoint pressure. The hydrocarbon and non-hydrocarbon gas 
condensate composition (C1 - C7+, N, CO2, H2S), reservoir temperature, molecular 
weight and specific gravity of C7+ are used as an input to feed the neural network. The 
neural network architecture consists of three layers; one input layer with 13 neurons, one 
hidden layer with 6 neurons and one output layer with one neuron. The backpropagation 
technique and the conjugate gradient decent training algorithm are used to minimize the 
mean-square error.  
In 2007, Akbari, Farahani and Yasser Abdy developed an artificial neural network 
model to estimate the dew-point pressure. The hydrocarbon and non-hydrocarbon gas 
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condensate composition (C1 - C7+, N, CO2, H2S), reservoir temperature , molecular 
weight of C7+ are used as an input to feed the neural network. The neural network 
architecture consists of three layers; one input layer with 14 neurons, one hidden layer 
with 8 neurons and one output layer with one neuron. The backpropagation technique and 
the Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm are used to minimize the mean-square error.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 
 
 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES 
 
 
 
This chapter describes the problem of predicting dew-point pressure for gas 
condensate reservoir. The need for developing a model that can overcome the previous 
difficulties faced in utilizing empirical correlations is addressed through stating the 
objectives of this work. 
 
3.1 Statement of the Problem 
The need of accurate prediction of the dew-point pressure is very essential for 
fluid characterization, gas reservoir performance calculations, and for the design of 
production systems. Also, it is important in avoiding unnecessary stimulation jobs. When 
a well starts flowing below the dew-point pressure, condensate dropout accumulates 
around the wellbore. This phenomenon is known as condensate banking and it causes a 
severe decline in gas production. It is very important to know the causes of the 
production decline of a gas well; whether it is due to formation damage or condensate 
banking to make the right course of action.  
The laboratory measurements of gas condensate properties provide the most 
accurate and reliable determination of reservoir fluid properties. However, due to 
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economical and technical reasons, quite often this information cannot be obtained from 
laboratory measurements. The experimental determination of these properties requires a 
representative sample of the reservoir gas with a sufficient volume to complete the 
analysis, which sometimes is difficult to obtain. The measurements are relatively time 
consuming, expensive and sometimes subjected to errors. Thus, there is a need for simple 
accurate method of predicting the dew-point pressure for gas condensate reservoir.  
Numerous attempts have been tried to predict the dew-point pressure using 
correlation and artificial neural network. However, most of these models are utilizing the 
gas composition and C7+ properties. 
In this study, new models have been developed for predicting the dew-point 
pressure. Some of the best models are reviewed carefully using graphical and statistical 
analysis. These models are compared against the generated artificial neural network 
model. 
 
3.2 Objectives 
One of the objectives of this work is to evaluate the most commonly used models 
to estimate the dew-point pressure of condensate gas. Another objective is to develop 
new models utilizing the three approaches; traditional correlation, non-parametric 
approach and artificial neural networks to predict the dew-point pressure as a function of 
easily obtained parameters such as gas-oil ratio, reservoir temperature, gas specific 
gravity and heptanes plus gravity. Two types of analysis will be carried out to achieve the 
objectives: Error analysis and Graphical analyses.    
10 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 4 
 
 
 
CORRELATIONS AND REGRESSION THEORY  
 
 
 
Correlation refers to the degree of association between one variable and another 
or several others. Regression deals with the nature of the relation between these variables. 
In evaluating the degree of regression, all the error or imprecision is assumed to be in the 
measurement of one variable called the “dependent”, while the other variables are 
assumed to be precisely known. These precise variables are called the “independent” 
variables. 
 
4.1 Regression Theory 
The basic concept of regression analysis is to produce a linear or nonlinear 
combination of independent variables that will correlate as closely as possible with 
dependent variable. 
 
4.2 Linear Multiple Regression 
Consider a set of observation of size nd on which the properties y,x1,x2,x3,x4……….xn 
are measured. The x’s and y are the independent and dependent variables, respectively. 
The linear regression equation will then be written as follows: 
11 
 
 
 
y = a0 + a1x1 +a2x2 + ……… + anxn ………………………………………… (4.1) 
which represents a hyperplane in ( n + 1) dimensional space. Equation (4.1) can be 
written for any observation point i as: 
y = a0 + a1xi1 +a2xi2 + ……… + anxin  ; i = 1, nd…………………………...…(4.2) 
The nd equations for the nd experimental measurements can be expressed in matrix form 
as: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
………………. (4.3) 
 
or in simpler form 
X   =     ………………………………………………………………………. (4.4) 
Where 
X =          matrix 
   =        vector 
  = nd vector 
1 x11 x12 … x1n  a0  y1 
1 x21 x22 … x2n  a1  y2 
1 x31 x32 … x3n  a2  y3 
 . . . . .  . = . 
. . . . .  .  . 
 . . . . .  .  . 
1 xnd1 xnd2 … xndn  an  ynd 
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n = total number of independent variables 
Therefore, the objective is to solve for the vector    for which X   is as close as possible to 
vector y since the exact solution cannot be found. Such a vector is that least-squares 
solution. The unique least-square solution to this system presented in equation (4.4) is: 
                …………………………………………………….……. (4.5) 
where    is the least-square solution to the system X   =    and    is the transpose of the 
matrix X. 
 
4.3 Nonlinear Multiple Regression 
Although most of the dewpoint pressure correlations are nonlinear equations; 
however, they can be modified slightly to give a form of multiple linear equation. The 
equation is as follows:  
     
                ………………………………………………………… (4.6) 
and therefore,  
               
                              ……………………. (4.7) 
and therefore, 
y = a0 + a1x1 +a2x2 + ……… + anxn ………………………………..……… (4.8) 
where: 
y =        
a0 =        
   
x1 =        
x2 =        
13 
 
 
 
x3 =         
Equation (4.8) can be solved by the method of multiple-linear regression, as outlined 
earlier. 
 
4.4 Nonparametric Regression Model (ACE Technique) 
The ACE (Alternating Conditional Expectations) algorithm, originally proposed 
by Breiman and Freiman et al. (1985), provides a methods for estimating optimal 
transformation for multiple regression that results in a maximum correlation between a 
dependent variable y and multiple independent variables x1, x2,….., xm. 
 A model predicting the value of y from the values of x1, x2,….., xm is written in 
genetic form 
           where        
 
     and           ………………………..(4.9) 
The functions             …,       are called variable transformations yielding the 
transformed independent variables z1, z2,….., zm. The function       is the transformation 
for the dependent variable. In fact the main interest is its inverse:       , yielding the 
dependent variable y from the transformed dependent variable z. Given N observation 
points can help to find the transformation functions             …,      . The method of 
ACE constructs and modifies the individual transformations to achieve maximum 
correlation in the transformed space. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
 
 
ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 
 
 
 
This chapter deals with addressing the concept of artificial neural networks. First, 
the applications of ANN in petroleum industry will be presented. After that, historical 
background will be introduced, then, the fundamentals of ANN along with a deep insight 
to the mathematical representation of the developed model and the network optimization 
and configuration will be also discussed in details. The relationship between the 
mathematical and biological neuron is also explained. Finally, the chapter concludes with 
presenting the robust learning algorithm used in the training process. 
 
5.1 The Use of Artificial Neural Networks in Petroleum Industry 
Within recent years there has been a steady increase in the application of neural 
network modeling in engineering. ANNs have been used to address some of the 
fundamental problems, as well as specific ones that conventional computing has been 
unable to solve, in particular when engineering data for design, interpretations, and 
calculations have been less than adequate. Also, with the recent strong advances in 
pattern recognition, classification of noisy data, nonlinear feature detection, market 
forecasting, and process modeling, neural network technology is very well suited for 
15 
 
 
 
solving problems in the petroleum industry. Within the last decade, works have been 
published covering the successful and potential application of ANNs in many different 
areas of the geosciences. For example, Ali (1994) highlighted the key factors in the 
design or selection of neural networks and the limitations of the frequent used ANN 
models. Kumoluyi and Daltaban (1994) presented a general overview of pattern 
recognition and a special case of conventional feed-forward or back-propagation 
networks. Romeo et al. (1995) used a simple multilayer perception with 23 neurons to 
identify seismic data. Miller et al. (1995) outlined the use of ANNs in classification of 
remote sensing data. Fletcher et al. (1995) presented models that can predict oil-well 
cement properties using an artificial neural network approach. Trained with diffuse 
reflectance Fourier Transform spectra of different cements, the proposed ANN models 
successfully correlated particle size distributions and cement-thickening time with 
reasonable accuracy. Vukelic and Miranda (1996) presented a case study of the 
development of a neural network that would decide if a reservoir would produce gas, 
liquid or nothing. Another implementation of ANNs, presented by Mohaghegh et al. 
(1994), was the characterization of reservoir heterogeneity. The ANN was able to predict 
rock permeability, porosity, oil, water and gas saturations with accuracies comparable to 
actual laboratory core measurements. Similarly, Wong et al. (1995) and Zhou et al. 
(1993) combined separate back-propagation neural networks trained with wirline logs 
and lithofacies information to give improved predictions porosity and permeability in 
petroleum reservoirs. Aside from back-propagation ANNs, radialbasis-function (RBF) 
ANNs were also used to estimate porosity distribution (Wang et al. 1999). In their study, 
16 
 
 
 
Wang et al. combined RBF ANNs with kriging techniques to estimate different yet 
equally probable porosity distributions. Other applications of ANNs in the petroleum 
industry include papers that employ ANN to pick the proper reservoir model for well 
testing purposes (AlKaabi and Lee, 1993; Juniardi and Ershaghi, 1993), analyze and 
classify beam pumping unit dynamometer diagrams (Rgers et al. 1990), identification of 
flow regime in pipes with band spectra ( van der Spek and Thomas et al. 1998; 
A.Garrouch et al. 1998; M.Nikravesh et al. 1998; T.Ertekin et al. 2001 and 
R.A.Startzman et al. 2001) used neural network models for the prediction of the constant 
volume depletion behavior of gas condensate reservoirs, estimating tight gas 
permeability, rock properties estimation beased on well log, two phase relative 
permeability estimation and prediction of U.S. natural gas production, respectively. (Al-
Marhoun and Osman et al. 2002), presented a neural network model to predict the bubble 
point pressure and the formation volume factor at the bubble point pressure.   
  
5.2 Artificial Intelligence 
The science of artificial intelligence or what is synonymously known as soft 
computing shows better performance over the conventional solutions. Sage et al. 1949 
defined the aim of artificial intelligence as the development of paradigms or algorithms 
that require machines to perform tasks that apparently require cognition when performed 
by humans. This definition is widely broadened to include preceptrons, language, and 
problems solving as well as conscious, unconscious processes. Many techniques are 
classified under the name of artificial intelligence such as genetic algorithms, expert 
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systems, and fuzzy logic because of their ability, one at least, to make certain reasoning, 
representation, problem solving, and generalization. Artificial neural network is also 
considered one of the important components of artificial intelligence system. 
 
5.3 Artificial Neural Network 
 
5.3.1 Historical Background 
The research carried on neural network can be dated back to early 1940s. 
Specifically, McCulloch and Pitts et al. 1943 have tried to model the low-level structure 
of biological brain system. Hebb et al. 1949 published the book entitled “the organization 
of behavior” in which he focused mainly towards an explicit statement of a physiological 
learning rule for synaptic modification. Also, he reposed that the connectivity of the brain 
is continually changing as an organism learns differing functional tasks and the neural 
assemblies are created by such changes. The book was a source of inspiration for the 
development of computational models of learning and adaptive systems. However, Ashby 
et al. 1952 published another book entitled “design for a brain; the origin of adaptive 
behavior”. The book focused on the basic notion that the adaptive behavior is not inborn 
but rather learned. The book emphasized the dynamic aspects of living organism as a 
machine and the related concepts of stability. While Gabor et al. 1954 proposed the idea 
of nonlinear adaptive filters. He mentioned that learning was accomplished in these filters 
through feeding samples of stochastic process into the machine, together with the target 
function that the machine was expected to produce. After 15 years of McCulloch and 
18 
 
 
 
Pitt‟s paper, a new approach to the pattern recognition problem was introduced by 
Rosenblatt et al. 1958 through what‟s called later, preceptrons. The latter, at the time 
when discovered, considered as an ideal achievement and the associative theorem 
preceptron convergence theorem” was approved by several authors. The preceptron is the 
simplest form of a neural network that has been used for classifying pattern. This 
achievement followed by the introduction of LMS “least mean square algorithm” and 
Adaline “adaptive linear element” that followed by Madaline “multiple-Adaline” in 1962. 
Minskey and Papert et al. 1969 showed that there are several problems that cannot be 
solved by the theorem approved by Rosenblatt and therefore countless effort to make 
such type of improvement will result in nothing. A decade of dormancy in neural network 
research was witnessed because of the Minskey‟s paper results. In 1970s, a competition 
learning algorithm was invented along with incorporation of self organizing maps. Since 
that time, several networks and learning algorithms were developed. A discovery of 
backpropagation learning algorithm was one of these fruitful revolutions that developed 
by Rumelhart et al. 1986. 
 
5.3.2 Definition 
Generally, ANN is a machine that is designed to model the way in which the brain 
performs a particular task or function of interest. The system of ANN has received 
different definitions. A widely accepted term is that adopted by Alexander and Morton et 
al. 1958: “A neural network is a massively parallel distributed processor that has a 
natural propensity for storing experiential knowledge and making it available for use”. 
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ANN resembles the brain in two aspects; knowledge is acquired by the network through a 
learning process, and the interneuron connection strengths known as synaptic weights are 
used to store the knowledge. In other way, neural networks are simply a way of mapping 
a set of input variables to a set of output variables through a typical learning process. So, 
it has certain features in common with biological nervous system. The relationship 
between the two systems and the brain system mechanism is further explained in the next 
subsection. 
 
5.3.3 Brain system 
Human brain is a highly complex, nonlinear, and parallel information-processing 
system. It has the capability of organizing biological neurons in a fashion to perform 
certain tasks. In terms of speed, neurons are five to six orders of magnitude slower that 
silicon logic gates. However, human brain compensate for this shortcoming by having a 
massive interconnection between neurons. It is estimated that human brain consists of 10 
billion neurons and 60 trillion synapses. These neurons and synapses are expected to 
grow and increase in both number and connection over the time through learning. Figure 
5.1 is a schematic representation of biologic nerve cell. The biological neuron is mainly 
composed of three parts; dendrite, the soma, and the axon. A typical neuron collects 
signals from others through a host of fine structure (dendrite). The soma integrates its 
received input (over time and space) and thereafter activates an output depending on the 
total input. The neuron sends out spikes of electrical activity through a long, thin stand 
known as an axon, which splits into thousands of branches (tree structure). At the end of 
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each branch, a synapse converts the activity from the axon into electrical effects that 
inhibit or excite activity in the connected neurons. Learning occurs by changing the 
effectiveness of synapses so that the influence of one neuron on another changes. Hence, 
artificial neuron network, more or less, is an information processing system that can be 
considered as a rough approximation of the above mentioned biological nerve system. 
Figure 5.2 shows a typical neuron in an artificial neuron network. This mathematical 
neuron is a much simpler than the biological one; the integrated information received 
through input neurons take place only over space. Output from other neurons is 
multiplied by the corresponding weight of the connection and enters the neuron as an 
input; therefore, an artificial neuron has many inputs and only one output. All signals in a 
neural network are typically normalized to operate within certain limit. A neuron can 
have a threshold level that must be exceeded before any signal is passed. The net input of 
the activation function may be increased by employing a bias term rather than a 
threshold; the bias is the negative of threshold. The inputs are summed and therefore 
applied to the activation function and finally the output is produced. 
 
5.4 Fundamentals 
In this section, artificial neural network basics will be presented, along with the 
close relationship between the technology and the biological nervous system. A full 
mathematical notation of the developed model and the network topology are also 
provided. 
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Figure 5.1: Major Structure of Biologic Nerve Cell (after Freeman). 
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Figure 5.2: Artificial Neuron (after Freeman). 
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5.4.1 Network Learning 
The network is trained using supervised learning “providing the network with 
inputs and desired outputs”. The difference between the real outputs and the desired 
outputs is used by the algorithm to adapt the weights in the network. Figure 5.3 illustrates 
the supervised learning diagram. The net output is calculated and compared with the 
actual one, if the error between the desired and actual output is within the desired 
proximity, there will be no weights' changes; otherwise, the error will be back-propagated 
to adjust the weights between connections (feed backward cycle). After the weights are 
fixed the feed forward cycle will be utilized for the test set. The other learning scheme is 
the unsupervised one where there is no feedback from the environment to indicate if the 
outputs of the network are correct. The network must discover features, rules, 
correlations, or classes in the input data by itself. As a matter of fact, for most kinds of 
unsupervised learning, the targets are the same as inputs. In other words, unsupervised 
learning usually performs the same task as an auto-associative network, compressing the 
information from the inputs. 
 
5.4.2 Network Architecture 
Network topology (architecture) is an important feature in designing a successful 
network. Typically, neurons are arranged in layers, each layer is responsible for 
performing a certain task. Based on how interconnections between neurons and layers 
are; neural network can be divided into two main categories (feed forward and recurrent). 
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Figure 5.3: Supervised Learning Model. 
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5.4.2.1 Feed forward networks 
In these networks the input data sweep directly through hidden layers and finally 
to the output layer. Hence, it does not allow an internal feedback of information. The 
essence of connectivity is primarily related to the fact that every node (neuron) in each 
layer of the network is connected to every other node in the adjacent forward layer. The 
number of neurons in the input layer should be equivalent to the number of input 
parameters being presented to the network as input. The same thing is correct for output 
layer, while the function of hidden layer is to intervene between the external input and the 
network output. Figure 5.4 is a schematic diagram of a fully connected network with two 
hidden layer and output layer. The overall response of the network is achieved through 
the final layer. 
 
5.4.2.2 Recurrent networks 
Feed-forward networks can be only used for dynamic relationship between input 
and output variable by including lagged values of input and output variables in the input 
layer. However, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) allows for an internal feedback in the 
system. Internal feedback is a more successful way to account for dynamics in the model. 
It contains the entire history of inputs as well as outputs. Two types of recurrent neural 
networks are presented here as examples; Jordan Recurrent Neural Network (JRNN) and 
Elman Recurrent Neural Network (ERNN). In JRNN, the output feeds back into the 
hidden layer with a time delay. The output of the previous periods becomes input in the 
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current period as illustrated in Figure 5.5 Thus, the current period output carries the 
history of past outputs, which in turn contain past values of inputs. 
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Figure 5.4: Fully Connected Network with Two Hidden Layers and One Output Layer 
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While a two-layer Elman Recurrent Neural Network (ERNN) is depicted in 
Figure 5.6. The ERNN accounts for internal feedback in such a way that the hidden layer 
output feeds back in itself with a time delay before sending signals to the output layer. 
RNN, however, requires complex computational processes that can only be performed by 
more powerful software. The back-propagation algorithm is used during the training 
process in the computation of estimates of parameters. 
 
5.4.3 General Network Optimization 
Any network should be well optimized in different senses in order to simulate the 
true physical behavior of the property under study. Certain parameters can be well 
optimized and rigorously manipulated such as selection of training algorithm, stages, and 
weight estimation. An unsatisfactory performance of the network can be directly related 
to an inadequacy of the selected network configuration or when the training algorithm 
traps in a local minimum or an unsuitable learning set. In designing network 
configuration, the main concern is the number of hidden layers and neurons in each layer. 
Unfortunately, there is no sharp rule defining this feature and how it can be estimated. 
Trial and error procedure remains the available way to do so, while starting with small 
number of neurons and hidden layers “and monitoring the performance” may help to 
resolve this problem efficiently. Regarding the training algorithms, many algorithms are 
subjected to trapping in local minima where they stuck on it unless certain design criteria 
are modified. The existence of local minima is due to the fact that the error function is the 
superposition of nonlinear activation functions that may have minima at different points, 
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which sometimes results in a nonconvex error function. Using randomly initialized 
weight and inversion of the algorithm may become a solution for this problem. The two 
most frequent problems that often encountered in network designing are the bad or 
unrepresentative learning set and overtraining. Therefore, selecting global ratios of data 
division may resolve it by using 2:1:1 or 3:1:1 or even 4:1:1 as suggested by Haykin. 
Overtraining refers to the phenomenon when the network starts to model the noise 
associated with the training data. This phenomenon affects the generalization of network 
(network is able to accurately generalize when new cases that have not been seen during 
training are submitted to it). For this reason, cross-validation data are kept aside during 
training to provide an independent check on the progress of training algorithm. Besides, 
more confidence is gained where cross-validation data can minimize the error function as 
training progresses. 
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Figure 5.5: Jordan Recurrent Network. 
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Figure 5.6: Elman Recurrent Network. 
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5.4.4 Activation Functions 
As described earlier, the four basic elements of the neural network model are; 
synapses (that may receive a signal), adder (for summing up the input signals, weighted 
by respective synapses), an activation function, and an externally applied threshold. An 
activation function that limits (the amplitude of) the output of a neuron within a 
normalized value in a closed interval, say, between [0, 1] or [-1, 1], (see Figure 5.5). The 
activation function squashes the output signal in a 'permissible' (amplitude) range. When 
a neuron updates it passes the sum of the incoming signals through an activation function, 
or transfer function (linear or nonlinear). A particular transfer function is chosen to 
satisfy some specification of the problem that the neuron is attempting to solve. In 
mathematical terms, a neuron j has two equations that can be written as follows: 
              
 
   .....................................................................................(5.1) 
and 
                .....................................................................................(5.2) 
Where; xp1, xp2, ..…, xpN are the input signals; wj1, wj2, …, wjk are the synaptic weights of 
neuron j; NETpj is the linear combiner output, φ pj is the threshold, ϕ is the activation 
function; and ypj is the output signal of the neuron. 
Four types of activation functions are identified based on their internal features. A 
simple threshold function has a form of: 
y pj = k(NET) pj .............................................................................................(5.3) 
Where k is a constant threshold function, i.e.: 
y pj = 1 if (NET) pj > T 
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y pj = 0 otherwise. 
T is a constant threshold value, or a function that more accurately simulates the 
nonlinear transfer characteristics of the biological neuron and permits more general 
network functions as proposed by McCulloch-Pitts model. However, this function is not 
widely used because it is not differentiable. The second type of these transfer functions is 
the Gaussian function, which can be represented as: 
       
 
      
 
  
 
..........................................................................................(5.4) 
Where: 
σ is the standard deviation of the function. 
The third type is the Sigmoid Function, which is being tried in the present study 
for its performance. It applies a certain form of squashing or compressing the range of 
(NET)pj to a limit that is never exceeded by ypj this function can be represented 
mathematically by: 
     
 
    
         
 .................................................................................(5.5) 
Where; 
a is the slope parameter of the sigmoid function. 
By varying the slope parameter, different sigmoid function slopes are obtained. Another 
commonly used activation function is the hyperbolic function, which has the 
mathematical form of: 
             
   
      
   
      
 .........................................................................(5.6) 
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This function is symmetrically shaped about the origin and looks like the sigmoid 
function in shape. However, this function produced good performance when compared to 
sigmoid function. Hence, it is used as an activation function for the present model. Other 
functions are presented in Figure 5.7. 
 
5.5 Back-Propagation Training Algorithm 
Is probably the best known, and most widely used learning algorithm for neural 
networks. It is a gradient based optimization procedure. In this scheme, the network 
learns a predefined set of input-output sample pairs by using a two-phase propagate-adapt 
cycle. After the input data are provided as stimulus to the first layer of network unit, it is 
propagated through each upper layer until an output is generated. The latter, is then 
compared to the desired output, and an error signal is computed for each output unit. 
Furthermore, the error signals are transmitted backward from the output layer to each 
node in the hidden layer that mainly contributes directly to the output. 
However, each unit in the hidden layer receives only a portion of the total error 
signal, based roughly on the relative contribution the unit made to the original output. 
This process repeats layer by layer, until each node in the network has received an error 
signal that describes its relative contribution to the total error. Based on the error signal 
received, connection weights are then updated by each unit to cause the network to 
converge toward a state that allows all the training set to be prearranged. After training, 
different nodes learn how to recognize different features within the input space. The way 
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of updating the weights connections is done through the generalized delta rule "GDR". A 
full mathematical notion is presented in the next subsection. 
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Figure 5.7: Activation Functions 
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5.5.1 Generalized Delta Rule 
This section deals with the formal mathematical expression of Back-Propagation 
Network operation. The learning algorithm, or generalized delta rule, and its derivation 
will be discussed in details. This derivation is valid for any number of hidden layers. 
Suppose the network has an input layer that contains an input vector; 
xp = ( xp1, xp2 , xp3 ,..., xpN )
t
................................................................................(5.7)  
The input units distribute the values to the hidden layer units. The net output to the jth 
hidden unit is: 
      
      
  
         
 ...............................................................................(5.8) 
Where; 
   
  is the weight of the connection from the i th input unit, and 
  
   is the bias term 
h is a subscript refer to the quantities on the hidden layer. 
Assuming that the activation of this node is equal to the net input; then the output of this 
node is 
       
       
  ...............................................................................................(5.8) 
The equations for the output nodes are: 
      
       
  
         
 ...........................................................................(5.10) 
       
       
    ..........................................................................................(5.11) 
Where: 
o superscript refers to quantities of the output layer unit. 
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The basic procedure for training the network is embodied in the following 
description: 
1. Apply an input vector to the network and calculate the corresponding output values. 
2. Compare the actual outputs with the correct outputs and determine a measure of the 
error. 
3. Determine in which direction (+ or -) to change each weight in order to reduce the 
error. 
4. Determine the amount by which to change each weight. 
5. Apply the correction to the weights. 
6. Repeat steps 1 to 5 with all the training vectors until the error for all vectors in the 
training set is reduced to an acceptable tolerance. 
 
5.5.1.1 Update of Output-Layer Weights 
The general error for the k
th
 input vector can be defined as; 
εk = ( dk – yk )....................................................................................................(5.12)  
Where: 
dk = desired output 
yk = actual output 
Because the network consists of multiple units in a layer; the error at a single output unit 
will be defined as 
δpk = ( ypk – opk ).............................................................................................(5.13)  
Where; 
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p subscript refers to the p
th
 training vector 
k subscript refers to the k
th
 output unit 
So, 
ypk = desired output value from the kth unit. 
opk = actual output value from the kth unit. 
The error that is minimized by the GDR is the sum of the squares of the errors for all 
output units; 
    
 
 
    
  
   ..............................................................................................(5.14) 
To determine the direction in which to change the weights, the negative of the gradient of 
Ep and Ep, with respect to the weights, wkj should be calculated.  
The next step is to adjust the values of weights in such a way that the total error is 
reduced. 
From equation (4.14) and the definition of δpk, each component of Ep can be considered 
separately as follows; 
    
 
 
          
 
 ...................................................................................(5.15) 
and 
 
   
    
            
   
 
       
  
       
  
    
 ..........................................................(5.16)  
The chain rule is applied in equation (4.16) 
The derivative of   
 will be denoted as   
   
 
       
  
    
  
 
    
     
       
  
       ..........................................................(5.17) 
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Combining equations (4.16) and (4.17) yields the negative gradient as follows 
 
    
    
             
        
      ................................................................(5.18) 
As far as the magnitude of the weight change is concerned, it is proportional to the 
negative gradient. Thus, the weights on the output layer are updated according to the 
following equation; 
    
          
          
    ...................................................................(5.19) 
Where; 
      
                 
        
      ......................................................(5.20) 
The factor η is called the learning-rate parameter, (0<η <). 
 
5.5.1.2 Output Function 
The output function   
        
  should be differentiable as suggested in section 
5.4.4. This requirement eliminates the possibility of using linear threshold unit since the 
output function for such a unit is not differentiable at the threshold value. Output function 
is usually selected as linear function as illustrated below 
   
        
         
  ..................................................................................(5.21) 
This defines the linear output unit. 
In the first case: 
   
   = 1 
    
          
                   .......................................................(5.22)  
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The last equation can be used for the linear output regardless of the functional form of the 
output function   
 . 
 
5.5.1.3 Update of Hidden-Layer Weights 
The same procedure will be followed to derive the update of the hidden-layer 
weights. The problem arises when a measure of the error of the outputs of the hidden-
layer units is needed. The total error, Ep , must be somehow related to the output values 
on the hidden layer. To do this, back to equation (4.15): 
    
 
 
          
 
 ...................................................................................(5.15) 
    
 
 
        
       
   
 
 .....................................................................(5.23) 
    
 
 
        
      
       
   
 
 ........................................................(5.24) 
Taking into consideration, ipj depends on the weights of the hidden layer through 
equations (4.10) and (4.11). This fact can be exploited to calculate the gradient of Ep with 
respect to the hidden-layer weights 
 
   
    
  
 
 
 
 
    
           
 
  
            
    
       
  
       
  
    
    
       
  
       
  
    
  .......................................(5.25) 
Each of the factors in equation (4.25) can be calculated explicitly from the previous 
equations. The result is; 
 
   
    
               
        
      
   
        
     ..............................(5.26) 
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5.5.2 Stopping Criteria 
Since back-propagation algorithm is a first-order approximation of the steepest-
descent technique in the sense that it depends on the gradient of the instantaneous error 
surface in weight space. Weight adjustments can be terminated under certain 
circumstances. Kramer and Sangiovanni-Vincentelli et al. 1989 formulated sensible 
convergence criterion for back-propagation learning; the back-propagation algorithm is 
considered to have converged when: 
1. The Euclidean norm of the gradient vector reaches a sufficiently small gradient 
threshold. 
2. The absolute rate of change in the average squared error per epoch is sufficiently 
small. 
3. The generalization performance is adequate, or when it is apparent that the 
generalization performance has peaked. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 
 
 
ERROR ANALYSIS 
 
 
 
The statistical parameters used in the present work are: average percent relative 
error, average absolute percent relative error, minimum and maximum absolute percent 
error, root mean square error, standard deviation of error, and the correlation coefficient. 
Graphical tools aid in visualizing the performance and accuracy of a correlation or 
a model. Three graphical analysis techniques are employed; those are crossplots, error 
distribution, and residual analysis. Also, the error trend will be studied. 
 
6.1 Statistical Error Analysis 
The statistical parameters used in the present work are: 
1. Average Relative Error  
It is the measure of relative deviation from the experimental data, defined by: 
    
 
 
 
                      
          
 ……………………………………………....(6.1) 
2. Average Absolute Percent Relative Error  
It measures the relative absolute deviation from the experimental values, defined by: 
……………………………………….………..…....(6.2) 
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Where; Ei is the relative deviation of an estimated value from an experimental value 
    
                      
          
     ……………………………………………....(6.3) 
 
3. Minimum and Maximum Absolute Percent Error 
           
     …………………………………………………….......(6.4) 
           
     …………………………………………………..…....(6.5) 
 
4. Root Mean Square Error 
Measures the data dispersion around zero deviation, defined by: 
 
……………………………………………....(6.6) 
 
5. Standard Deviation of Error 
It is a measure of dispersion and is expressed as: 
       
 
     
     
                      
          
      
 
 
   ………………....(6.7) 
Where; (m-n-1) represents the degree of freedom in multiple- regression. A lower value 
of standard deviation indicates a smaller degree of scatter. 
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6. The Correlation Coefficient 
It represents the degree of success in reducing the standard deviation by regression 
analysis, defined by: 
     
                         
 
   
               
         
………………………………………....(6.8) 
„R2‟ values range between 0 and 1. The closer value to 1 represents perfect correlation           
whereas 0 indicates no correlation at all among the independent variables. 
 
6.2 Graphical Error Analysis 
Graphical analysis techniques employed are: 
1. Crossplot 
In this graphical based technique, all estimated values are plotted against the 
measured values and thus a crossplot is formed. A 45° straight line between the estimated 
versus actual data points is drawn on the crossplot, which denotes a perfect correlation 
line. The tighter the cluster about the unity slope line, the better the agreement between 
the experimental and the predicted results. 
2. Error Distribution 
The errors are said to be normally distributed with a mean around the 0%. Hence, 
most investigated models show either slight negatively skewed error distributed or 
positively ones. 
3. Residual Analysis 
Analysis of residual is an effective tool to check model deficiencies. 
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6.3 Trend Analysis 
A trend analysis was carried out to check whether the developed model is 
physically correct or not. For this purpose, synthetic sets were prepared where in each set 
only one input parameter was changed while other parameters were kept constant. To test 
the developed model, the effects of reservoir temprture and gas-oil were determined and 
plotted. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 
 
 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE NEW MODELS 
 
 
 
A total of 113 data sets were used in development the new models to estimate the 
dew-point pressure as a function of gas-oil ratio, reservoir temperature, gas specific 
gravity and heptanes plus specific gravity. The first model was developed using the 
traditional correlation techniques. The ACE algorithm was applied to develop the second 
model. Finally, an artificial neural network model was constructed to estimate the dew-
point pressure.   
 
7.1 Traditional Correlation Model 
Non-linear multiple least square regression analysis was used to develop this 
correlation. Several models were tested to reach to the final form of the correlation: 
                 
      
   
                 
  
      
    
              
…….(7.1) 
Where: a1 = 18.6012             a2 = -0.1520                  a3 =-0.1674                                                               
            a4 =0.0685               a5 = -5.8982                 a6 =-0.0559    
            a7 = 8.4960               a8 =-0.7466 
Pd       : Dew-point pressure, psia 
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GOR: Gas-oil ratio, SCF/STB 
TR      : Reservoir temperature, 
o
F 
g      : Gas specific gravity 
cond.   : Condensate specific gravity 
 
7.2 Nonparametric Model (ACE) 
The transforms were developed using this technique. The plots (Figures 7.1 to 
7.4) present the transforms of each independent variable. Finally the following model was 
developed: 
     
       
         
            …………………………………………....(7.2) 
Where 
                                            …………………..(7.3) 
And the transforms of the independent variables are:- 
          
      
         …………………………………………………..(7.4) 
                    ………………………………………………….………..(7.5) 
          
         ………………………………………………….………..(7.6) 
                  
          
            ……………………………..………..(7.7) 
C1= 49.1377,          C2= -336.5699,     C3= 770.0995,        C4= -580.0322 
p1= -0.35014x10
-6
, p2= 0.18048x10
-3
, p3= -0.32315 x10
-1
, p4= 1.2058 
r1= -0.3990,            r2= 5.1377,            q1= -23.8741,         q2= 36.9448,          q3= -12.0398 
s1= -30120.78,       s2= 69559,              s3= -53484.21,       s4= 13689.39 
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Figure 7.1: Optimal Transform of Reservoir Temperature 
 
 
 
Figure 7.2: Optimal Transform of Gas-Oil Ratio 
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Figure 7.3: Optimal Transform of Gas Specific Gravity 
 
 
 
Figure 7.4: Optimal Transform of Condensate Specific Gravity 
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7.3 Artificial Neural Network Model 
New artificial neural network model was developed to estimate the dew-point 
pressure. Gas-oil ratio, reservoir temperature, gas specific gravity and heptanes plus 
specific gravity are used as inputs to feed the neural network. The neural network 
architecture consists of three layers; one input layer with 4 neurons, two hidden layers 
with 5 and 8 neurons respectively; and one output layer with one neuron. The 
backpropagation technique and the Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm are used to 
minimize the mean-square error. 
The data were normalized between (0.2 and 0.8) to avoid ill-conditioning and to 
alleviate saturation problem by an equation such as:  
       
        
             
               ……………………..………..(7.8) 
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7.3.1 Artificial Neural network Model in Matrix Form 
The artificial neural network method has been converted into Matrix form. Putting 
the model in this form will help in programming the model without using sophisticated 
software. The following steps summarize how to estimate the dew-point pressure using 
matrices. 
Step#1: Normalize the input data 
        
      
       
               …………………………….………..(7.9) 
         
            
               
               ……………………..…...(7.10) 
        
         
             
               ………………………………..(7.11) 
            
           
             
               ……………………..……..(7.12) 
Step#2: Calculate the first hidden layer (L1) in (5×1) matrix 
…………….(7.13) 
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Step#3: Calculate Tansig(L1) as follow 
            
 
 
           
           
           
           
           
 
 
……………………..…………………………...(7.14) 
Where 
           
 
      
  ……………………..……………………………..(7.15) 
Step#4: Calculate the second hidden layer (L2) in (8×1) matrix 
 
……………………..………..(7.16) 
Step#5: Calculate Tansig(L2) as follow 
            
 
 
 
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
           
 
 
 
……………………..………………………....(7.17) 
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Step#6: Calculate N(Pd)  
 
……………………..………..(7.18) 
Step#7: Calculate the dew-point pressure (Pd) 
     
        
         
       
                  …………………..(7.19) 
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CHAPTER 8 
 
 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
 
 
The dewpoint pressure correlations were evaluated in two stages. In the first 
stage, they were evaluated using their original coefficients which were published in the 
original papers. In the second stage, the coefficients of these correlations were 
recalculated in order to have a better performance in fitting the used data.  
For the neural network models the data were divided into three groups; training 
70%, validation 10% and testing 20%. Also, the data were normalized between 0.2 and 
0.8 in order to avoid the ill condition. 
 
8.1 Published Correlations Evaluation 
Nemeth and Kennedy correlation has reasonable results. The average absolute 
error with the original coefficients is 13.3 % while it is 6.7 % for the new coefficients. 
The error distribution is shifted to the left with skewness of -0.5 (figure.8.8). Figure.8.1 
presents the cross-plot of Nemeth and Kennedy correlation.   
On the other hand, Elsharkawy correlation shows that the average absolute errors 
for the original and the new coefficients are 16 % and 10.7 % respectively. The error 
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distribution exhibits clear shift to the left with skewness of -2 (figure.8.9). Figure 8.2 
shows that this correlation is not as accurate as Nemeth and Kennedy correlation. 
Homud and Al-Marhoun correlation relates the dew-point pressure to gas 
properties. One of these properties is pseudoreduced pressure. Although the correlation 
statistically works (figure.8.3), the physics of this relationship is questionable. 
Pseudoreduced pressure is a function of the reservoir pressure; therefore, the correlation 
is relating indirectly the dew-point pressure to the reservoir pressure. It is well known 
that dew-point pressure is a function of gas composition. Therefore, any gas with the 
same composition would have the same dew-point pressure regardless of the original 
reservoir pressure. The average absolute error with the original coefficients is 30% while 
it is 9.7 % for the new ones. The error distribution is shifted to the left with skewness of -
1.1 (figure.8.10).   
Marruffo, Maita, Him and Rojas model has an average absolute error with the 
original coefficients of 23% while it is 9.8 % for the new ones. The error distribution is 
shifted to the left with skewness of -2.5 (figure.8.11). Figure.8.4 presents the cross-plot. 
In general, all of the pervious correlations have better accuracy with the modified 
coefficients as per tables 8.1 and 8.2.     
 
8.2 New Models Evaluation 
Three new models were developed to estimate the dew-point pressure as a 
function of reservoir temperature, gas-oil ratio, gas specific gravity and C7+ specific 
gravity. The first model was developed as traditional correlation while the second model 
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was developed using nonparametric regression method and finally the third model is 
artificial neural network model. The first model shows reasonable results; however, the 
nonparametric model was not successful due to difficulty in fitting the transformation 
parameter. The neural network model is the best among the developed models. 
 
8.2.1 Traditional Correlation Model 
This new correlation has an average absolute error of 9.6%. The error distribution 
is shifted to the left with skewness of -1.9 (figure.8.12). Figure.8.5 presents the cross-plot 
error. 
 
8.2.2 Nonparametric Approach (ACE)  
This model was developed using ACE model. This algorithm creates new 
transformation functions from the dependent and independent variables. In general, ACE 
model has better results than the conventional models (models that depend on the fluid 
properties).  The average absolute error is 9.5% with small skewness of -0.5. Figures 8.6 
and 8.13 show the graphical errors of this model.     
 
8.2.3 Artificial Neural network Model 
The structure of this artificial neural network model consists of one input layer 
with 4 nodes, two hidden layers with 5 and 8 nodes respectively and one output layer 
with one node.  This model shows excellent results and it is the best among all previous 
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models (figure 8.7). The average absolute error is 6.5% and the error distribution is 
shifted a little bit to the left with skewness of -0.5. (Figure 8.14). 
Figure 8.16 and Figure 8.17 show the dependency of dew-point pressure on the 
reservoir temperature when the other variables were fixed at average values. The new 
correlation shows that the dew-point pressure is decreasing as function of the reservoir 
temperature. ACE model shows that the dew-point pressure is decreasing as function of 
the reservoir temperature till at high temperature there will be no dew-point pressure (dry 
gas). The dew-point pressure with ANN exhibits similar behavior to what Akbari and 
Farahani found out in their ANN model. They drew this conclusion: The dew-point 
pressure is increasing function with respect to the reservoir temperature until the 
cricondenbar and then pressure decreases with temperature until cricondentherm point. 
Figure 8.18 shows the dependency of dew-point pressure on the gas-oil ratio. The 
new correlation and the non-parametric model (ACE) present exponential relationship 
between dew-point pressure and gas-oil ratio. While, the artificial neural network model 
show that the relationship between dew-point pressure and gas-oil ratio is similar to 
sigmoid function.  
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Table 8.1: Error Statistics with New Coefficients 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Er Emax Emin Ea RMSE R STD skewness 
Nemth&Kennedy -4.3 22.6 0.2 6.7 9.3 0.80 6.6 -0.5 
Elsharkawy -0.6 53.7 0.4 10.7 14.9 0.42 10.7 -2.0 
Humoud -0.3 33.5 1.2 9.7 12.1 0.69 8.0 -1.1 
Marruffo&Rojas -4.1 63.5 0.2 9.8 16.4 0.62 13.4 -2.3 
New Correlation -3.5 50.2 0.2 9.6 13.9 0.69 11.0 -1.9 
ACE Model -0.8 39.2 0.3 9.5 12.7 0.58 8.4 -0.5 
New ANN (testing) -1.7 23.8 0.9 6.5 8.6 0.82 5.8 -0.5 
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Table 8.2: Error Statistics with Original Coefficients 
 
 
 
  Er Emax Emin Ea RMSE R STD 
Nemth&Kennedy 11.6 40.21 0.06 13.3 16.4 -0.12 9.1 
Elsharkawy 12.2 43.1 0.46 16 19.3 -0.51 11 
Humoud -28.7 160.7 0.63 30.7 42.4 -3.5 29.4 
Marruffo&Rojas 16 54.8 1.04 23.3 24.8 8.7 -0.56 
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   Figure 8.1: Cross Plot (Nemeth and Kennedy) 
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Figure 8.2: Cross Plot (Elsharkawy) 
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Figure 8.3: Cross Plot (Homud and Al-Marhoun) 
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                Figure 8.4: Cross Plot  (Marruffo, Maita, Him and Rojas) 
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      Figure 8.5: Cross Plot  (New Correlation) 
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Figure 8.6: Cross Plot  (ACE  model) 
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   Figure 8.7: Cross Plot  (New Artificial Neural Network Model) 
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Figure 8.8: Error Distrbution (Nemeth and Kennedy) 
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   Figure 8.9: Error Distrbution (Elsharkawy) 
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Figure 8.10: Error Distrbution (Homud and Al-Marhoun) 
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 Figure 8.11: Error Distrbution (Marruffo, Maita, Him and Rojas) 
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Figure 8.12: Error Distrbution (New Correlation) 
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  Figure 8.13: Error Distrbution (ACE model) 
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 Figure 8.14: Error Distrbution (New Artificial Neural Network model) 
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Figure 8.15: Accuracy of Correlations for Ranges of Dew-Point Pressures 
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Figure 8.16: Sensitivity of New Models to Reservoir Temperture 
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Figure 8.17: Sensitivity of ACE Model to Reservoir Temperture 
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Figure 8.18: Sensitivity of New Models to Gas-Oil Ratio 
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CHAPTER 9 
 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
 
Three new models were developed in this study to predict the dew-point pressure for 
gas condensate reservoir: traditional correlation, nonparametric model using ACE 
algorithm and artificial neural network model. Based upon the literature review and work 
performed in this thesis, the following conclusions were drawn:  
1. The artificial neural network has the best results among all other models. 
2. In general, the correlations that depend on the gas composition perform better 
than the correlation that depends on fluid properties only. 
3. All conventional correlations that depend on the fluid properties have failed in 
predicting the dew-point pressure below 4000 psia. 
4. The new correlation and the non-parametric model (ACE) present exponential 
relationship between dew-point pressure and gas-oil ratio. While, the artificial 
neural network model shows that the relationship between the dew-point pressure 
and gas-oil ratio is similar to sigmoid function.  
5. The dew-point pressure with ANN exhibits similar behavior to what Akbari and 
Farahani found out in their ANN model. The dew-point pressure is increasing 
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function with respect to the reservoir temperature until the cricondenbar and then 
pressure decreases with temperature until cricondentherm point. 
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APPENDIX A 
RANGE OF VARIABLES USED IN THIS STUDY 
 
 
Mole % Min Max 
Methane 57.71 84.95 
Ethane 4.19 10.71 
Propane 1.31 5.99 
Butane 0.59 3.45 
Pentane 0.22 1.85 
Hexane 0.15 2.03 
Heptane plus 0.53 13.03 
Carbon dioxide 0.4 18.29 
Nitrogen 0.12 5.71 
Hydrogen Sulfide 0 9.32 
Reservoir Temperature (oF) 100 309 
Gas-Oil ratio (SCF/STB) 3321 103536 
Gas Specific Gravity 0.6475 0.8199 
Heptane plus Specific Gravity 0.7303 0.8121 
Dew-point Pressure (psia) 2726 8800 
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APPENDIX B 
PUBLISHED CORRELATIONS IN LITERATURE 
 
1. Nemeth and Kennedy (1967) 
                                                 
                                         
                          
               
 
                                              
 
                        
      
 
Where: 
A1 = -2.0623054                                         A2 = 6.6259728 
A3 = -4.4670559×10-3                                        A4 = -1.0448346×10-4 
A5 = 3.2673714×10-2                                         A6 = -3.6453277×10-3 
A7 = -7.4299951×10-5                                        A8 = -1.1381195×10-1 
A9 = -6.2476497×10-4                                        A10 = -1.1381195×10-1 
A11 = -1.0746622×10  
 
 
2. Elsharkawy (2001) 
 
                                                
                                           
                   
    
    
      
        
    
 
     
    
         
      
    
                     
  
Where: 
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A0 = 4268.85                                            A1 = 0.094056 
A2 = -7157.87                                          A3 = -4540.58 
A4 = -4663.55                                            A5 = -1357.56 
A6 = -7776.10                                            A7 = -9967.99 
A8 = -4257.10                                             A9 = -1417.10 
A10 = 691.5298        A11 = 40660.36 
A12 = 205.26           A13 = -7260.32 
A14 = -352.413        A15 = -114.519 
A16 = 8.13300        A17 = 94.916 
A18 = 238.252 
 
3. Humoud and Al-Marhoun (2001) 
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4. Marruffo, Maita, Him and Rojas (2002) 
 
      
     
    
         
      
         
     
Where: 
K1 = 346.7764689                                         K2 = 0.0974139 
K3 = -0.294782419                                              K4 = -0.047833243 
K5 = 0.281255219                                              K6 = 0.00068358 
K7 = 1.906328237                                              K8 = 8.4176216 
 
      
   
     
 
       
 
 
 
Nomenclature 
c7+ : heptane-plus specific gravity 
gsp :primary seperator gas spesific gravity 
API: API Condensate gravity 
GCR: Gas Condensate ratio (SCF/STB) 
c7+ : heptane-plus molecular weight 
Pd: Dew-point pressure (psi) 
Ppr:pseudoreduced pressure  
Psp: primary seperator pressure (psi) 
Rsp :Primary seperator gas-oil ratio (scf/Sp bbl) 
Tpr : pseudoreduced temperature 
Tsp : primary seperator temperature (
o
R) 
TR: Resevoir temperature (
o
R) 
Tf: Resevoir temperature (
o
F) 
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